Haneda/Narita International Airport – Hilton Tokyo Bay  【Limousine Bus Service】

Purchases of shuttle bus tickets between Haneda/Narita Airports & Hilton Tokyo Bay are available at the arrival lobby at each airport and the hotel’s Bell desk.

Haneda Airport - Hilton Tokyo Bay
Fee: JPY850/adult; JPY430/child
Trip duration: Approximately 50 minutes

Narita International Airport - Hilton Tokyo Bay
Fee: JPY1,900/adult; JPY950/child
Trip duration: Approximately 60 minutes

Fee for children boarding on adult’s laps is complimentary.
Advanced ticket bookings are required; please contact our bell desk prior to departure. Please be aware that the bus may delay due to traffic conditions.

JR Maihama Station – Hilton Tokyo Bay
A complimentary shuttle bus service is provided between Hilton Tokyo Bay and JR Maihama Station on the below schedule:

The shuttle bus for Hilton Tokyo Bay arrives at the point indicated on the map by the ✗ mark.
Directions: From JR Maihama station, walk around the circular overhead walkway towards the end. The bus stop is located at the bottom of the stairs.

Please click here to get the photo of the bus stop